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CHAPTER SIX: Discussion 
 

 6.1 SOA Investment Strategy under Switching Option 
This chapter will present the switching strategies according to sensitivity analysis. 

If an enterprise prefers switching its legacy system to SOA architecture, the decision 
principles are:  

1. Switch2 (SOA) must be higher than Switch1 (non-SOA). Otherwise, the 
implementation of SOA is meaningless, and the enterprise had rather switch 
to non-SOA system. 

2. By the principle of capital budgeting model (Santos). The option value 
(Switch2) cannot be lower than initial investment at first stage (Ipre_SOA), or 
the project would be a deficit after exercise time. 

After simulation and sensitivity analysis, this research induced that the option 
value of SOA (Switch2) can be affected by three uncertainty factors – risk factor ( SSσ ), 
exercise time (T) and connecting number (N). There are two decisions about 
uncertainties: 

1. Reducing Uncertainty: a conservative decision. analysis results show that 
the option value of SOA (Switch 2) will be lower if risk is lower (

SSσ ), 
exercise time (T) is shorter, and connecting number (N) is less. We also 
find that the payoff in the future will be more certain. But reducing too 
much uncertainty might made the option value lower than initial 
investment. 

2. Adding Uncertainty: a progressive decision. analysis results show that the 
option value of SOA (Switch2) will be higher if risk is higher (

SSσ ), 
exercise time (T) is longer, and connecting number (N) is more, But the 
payoff in the future will be more uncertain. 

Therefore, we deduce the investment strategies for the enterprises which plan to 
introduce SOA under switching option according to the decision principle: 
Situation Appropriate Decision 
net value of SOA is presently higher than non-SOA

(advantageous) 
Reducing Uncertainty 
Adding Uncertainty 

net value of SOA is presently lower than non-SOA 
(disadvantageous) 

Adding Uncertainty 

In the first situation – “net value of SOA is higher than non-SOA”, the option 
value Switch2 (SOA) will be also higher than Switch1 (non-SOA) basically, there is 
more flexibility for decisions. The decision couldn’t not only be reducing uncertainty 
conservatively but also adding uncertainty progressively. Hence adding uncertainty 
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will continue to increase the value of Switch2. Reducing uncertainty is another 
strategy, it will make the payoff of SOA project more stable and the waiting time will 
be shorter. It should be careful that the value of Switch2 shouldn’t be lower than 
Switch1 and Ipre (principle 2). For these two reasons, uncertainty had better to be 
reduced in an appropriate amount. 

In the second situation – “net value of SOA is lower than non-SOA”, Switch2 
will probably be below Switch1. Reducing uncertainty will make Switch2 lower than 
Switch1 more, so it’s not a feasible way. In order to increase the opportunity that SOA 
surmounts non-SOA, the manager should progressively add the uncertainty until 
Switch2 is higher than Switch1. 

 
 6.2 Advantage of Applying Real Option Approach 

Besides the investment strategy, another conclusion is that SOA could be more 
suitable than non-SOA for applying real option approach on the perspective of 
reducing measure errors. Measure errors are that a project missed the opportunity of 
switch after the implementation. 

According to the sensitivity analysis for measuring error in section 5.3, two 
factors affect the measure error1 & error2. They are delay time - “ nSOAd &

SOAd ”, and 

coupled coefficient –“ ,SS SIρ ”. Why these two factors make SOA fit to real option 

approach? By figure 5.7~5.9, we know that the longer the delay time is and the higher 
the coupled coefficient is, the higher probability the measure errors will occur. The 
advantages of SOA are saving the implementation time (IBM, 2006; Marks and Bell, 
2006; Sun Microsystems) and reaching loosely- coupled system (Kaye, 2003). 
Therefore, the switching project of SOA will reduce the measure errors while 
applying the real option. 

One of the goals of SOA is set up systems by reusing the components instead of 
building from the beginning. It will save much time to implement and value will be 

delayed less ( SOAd  will be shorter than nSOAd ). Another is that all services are 

independent as possible as it could. It means that service-specific wouldn’t relate to 

service-integration too much ( ,SS SIρ  is low). 

Generally speaking, most of non-SOA information systems spend 12 weeks on 
being implemented, and they cause more than 6% in average that option will be 
measure error (see figure 5.7, and the probability is error numbers/10000). Once SOA 
reduce the delay time of implementation to 6 weeks and reach loosely-coupled system 
as coupled coefficient is below 0.4, the probability to cause measure error 1&2 would 
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be reduced to lower than 3%. Therefore, SOA has advantage of applying real option 
approach because of less measure errors. The implication is that SOA switching 
project could be justified more precisely by using real option, and the investor could 
lose less under the investment friction. 

 


